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SCWCD Exam Study Kit Second Edition: Java Web Component Developer CertificationManning Publications, 2005
This book is for Java programmers who want to prepare for the SCWCD exam, which focuses on the Servlet and JavaServer Pages technologies. This book will also be very useful for beginners since we have explained the concepts using simple examples. The text will bring you up to speed even if you are totally new to these technologies. Even expert...
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Basics of CMOS Cell Design (Professional Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Design and Simulate Any Type of CMOS Circuit!
Electronic circuit designers and electronic engineering students can turn to Basics of CMOS Cell Design for a practice-based introduction to the design and simulation of every major type of CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) integrated circuit.

You will...
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Build the Ultimate Home Theater PCJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The best of both worlds—now THIS is entertainment
You love tinkering with technology. The digital lifestyle is your lifestyle.  So building your own Home Theater PC just might be as entertaining as using it. In these pages, a couple of fellow tinkerers explain the components and subsystems of a Home Theater PC and help you choose and pur-...
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The Parthenon: Temple, Cathedral, Mosque, Ruin, Icon (Wonders of the World)Profile Books Ltd, 2004
The ruined silhouette of the Parthenon on its hill above Athens is one of the world's most famous images. Its 'looted' Elgin Marbles are a global cause celebre. But what actually are they? In the first of an occasional 'series' on wonders of the world - such as the Colosseum, Stonehenge, the Pyramids, the Alhambra, Mary Beard, biographer, reviewer...
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Ubuntu on a Dime: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
You know that Ubuntu software costs nothing. Now you want the PC system that costs as little as possible and runs Ubuntu and OS applications without complaints and calls to tech support.
So you spend your hard–earned dollars on the hardware only and have your own optimized Ubuntu PC. This is the book that will show you how to get what you...
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HTML and CSS Web Standards Solutions: A Web Standardistas' ApproachFriends of Ed, 2008

	This book will teach you how to build hand-crafted web pages the Web Standardistas' way: using well-structured XHTML for content and CSS for presentation.


	By embracing a web standards approach, you will hold the key to creating web sites that not only look great in all modern browsers, but also are accessible to a wide variety...
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Macromedia Flash 8 for Windows and Macintosh : Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
An improved script editor (with a visual interface), a revamped  library interface, a new Undo feature, powerful run-time effects, breakthrough  motion-graphics capabilitiesthese are just a few of the reasons Web designers  are raving about the newest version of their favorite Web tool, Macromedia Flash  8. Whether you're a...
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VB.NET: Your Visual Blueprint for Building Versatile Programs on the .NET Framework (With CD-ROM)Visual, 2002
Each step in this great guide is displayed with callouts so you can see exactly where the action takes place on the screen. VB.NET functions are thoroughly covered, including designing forms and controls, using multimedia and databases, integrating VB.NET with ASP.NET, and creating server-side Web applications. This book also includes a special...
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Digital Nature Photography: The Art and the ScienceFocal Press, 2007
Over 50,000 photographers cant be wrong! John and Barbara Gerlach finally write the book their workshop attendees have been asking for!

Digital Nature Photography is a how-to guide for photographers who want to take their work to the next level. Written by professionals with over 20 years experience, the Gerlachs reveal enlightening...
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Aptana Radrails: An Ide for Rails DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2008
Coming from a background of developing in languages such as Java, one of the things that surprised me the most about the Ruby and Rails community, was the common practice of not using an Integrated Development Environment. Most of the members of the community, including the most relevant, were comfortable with just a programmer's editor.
...
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Content Networking in the Mobile InternetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A cutting-edge guide to the next generation Mobile Internet architecture and applications      

The last several years have witnessed dramatic changes in the wireless Web interface environment, specifically in the way that content is stored, distributed, and checked for consistency while leveraging location awareness. This phenomenon is...
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The Social and Cognitive Impacts of e-Commerce on Modern OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
The Social and Cognitive Impacts of E-Commerce on Modern Organizations includes articles addressing the social, cultural, organizational, and cognitive impacts of e-commerce technologies and advances on organizations around the world. Looking specifically at the impacts of electronic commerce on consumer behavior, as well as the impact...
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